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         Two weeks ago, a Reed student wrote an ill-conceived and generally offensive op-ed 
about bathrooms, which she sent to The Quest and which was published in that week’s issue. 
The Quest has since received backlash from some other students, who feel that it was not the 
campus newspaper’s place to publish a student opinion piece with which they disagree.

        “Like, what the hell?” said Simon Abernathy ‘15. “Is there no one on the staff  who edits 
op-eds for respectability and rationality of  content? Does no one know how to black out 
chunks of  text that are offensive to my and many other students’ worldview? What kind of  
independent publication are they running over there?”

        Abernathy is not alone in feeling betrayed by the “Quedditors,” who many say should 
have refused to publish the piece. 

        “That’s their whole job,” said Christina Marsh ‘14. “They’re supposed to sift through 
dumb shit like that to find quality op-eds about the Life of  the Mind and various campus 
dogs! I mean, sure I could read articles written by people with whom I fundamentally dis-
agree, and whose logic is severely flawed, and then write well-reasoned and logical responses 
to them for the betterment of  the broader community’s understanding of  the issues like a few 
of  my classmates did, but, like, that shouldn’t be our job! I shouldn’t have to see and respond 
to stupid opinions! Jesus, wake up, people.” 

        “Reed publications shouldn’t be sparking controversy and debate amongst students,” 
said Larissa Fisher ‘17. “Their job is to protect us, like the CSOs. I don’t understand how this 
could have happened.”

        When I suggested to the gathering crowd that perhaps, by bringing issues such as these 
into the public eye and allowing the community at large to combat any ignorance and logical 
fallacies encountered, The Quest was actually acting in the true spirit of  community discourse, 
I was quickly and angrily shouted down. 

        “You would say that,” said Abernathy, who was, as we spoke, tossing three more copies 
of  The Quest onto a  growing bonfire on the front lawn. When Abernathy failed to tell me 
why, exactly, I, personally, would say that, I walked away, as the smoke from the burning news-
print was getting in my eyes.

U.S., Iranian Presidents Talk for First 
Time in Decades During Prank Call

by SS

        In the darkest depths of  Special Collections there lies a manuscript, more than 100 
years old, written in the shaky hand of  the dying Amanda Reed. In her final morphine-
fogged hours, our founder begged her nurses for paper and ink, that she might record a 
vision from God. This is the message:

        The Owl saw that the wickedness of  studentkind was great in the earth, and that every inclination 
of  the thoughts of  their hearts was only Dude Let’s Get Hammered, I Can Do That Paper in the 
Morning, Fuck It Dog Life’s a Risk. And the Owl was sorry that he had made studentkind, and 
sorrier that he’d let them introduce that horrible herb to campus in 1964 because that was when the whole 
mess started.

        So the Owl said, “I will blot out from the campus the students I have created - crustpunks together 
with nerds and PDox hipsters, for I am sorry that I have made them.” But Noah ‘16 found favor in the 
sight of  the Owl.

        Noah was a righteous student, blameless in his generation; he had no AODs, and was involved in 
peer mentoring and student body government. He had an Immorality Quotient of  11 and never missed 
an Intro Bio lecture.

        Now the campus was corrupt in the Owl’s sight, and the campus was so filled with violence that 
there were Quest editorials about community norms surrounding it. And the Owl said to Noah, “I 
have determined to make an end of  all studentflesh, for the campus is filled with empty 40s and cigarette 
butts because of  them; now I am going to destroy them along with the campus. Make yourself  an ark of  
cypress wood.”

        And Noah did this, and he and his psych rat Bilbo boarded the ark, and all Noah’s acquaintances 
nodded and said “Sick Renn Fayre project.” And in the 19th year of  Noah’s life, in the ninth month, 
on the 27th day of  that month, the windows of  the heavens were opened. And all students died that 
moved on campus, freaks and firespinners, anthro majors and anarchists, stoners and Senators. Only 
Noah was left, and his rat.

        Then the Owl said to Noah, “I will never again curse the campus because of  studentkind, because 
now that we’ve got rid of  all these weirdos we can market ourselves as Swarthmore 2.0.”

        The prophecy has finally come to pass. The waters are rising in the Canyon. We can-
not get out. Prepare for forty days and forty nights of  this rain, and for Amanda Reed’s 
vengeance.

Weekend Rainstorm Foretold by 
Prophecy

Reedies “Shocked and Horrified” at 
Lack of Censorship in Quest
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The President chose his joke out of  seventeen written by Vice President Joe 
Biden.  “I picked the only one that didn’t involve penises,” Obama says.

Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. Played Backwards 
is Actually Firefly Season 2 Pilot

        Launching last week to generally favorable reviews, ABC’s Marvel-universe sci-fi 
action drama Agents of  S.H.I.E.L.D is Joss Whedon’s latest TV creation.  But enterprising 
fans examined the footage more closely and found that it’s a whole lot more than just a 
new Whedon show: it’s an old one as well.  Played backwards, Agents of  S.H.I.E.L.D is 
actually an all-new episode of  Whedon’s short-lived sci-fi series Firefly.

        “I knew something was up when I saw Ron Glass in the pilot,” said user B4dger, 
who posted his discovery and reversed video of  Agents of  S.H.I.E.L.D on browncoats.
com last Wednesday.  “Ron Glass played Shepherd Book, and we all know that Whedon 
would never cast one of  the actors from Firefly to play a different character; that’s why 
Doctor Horrible is actually a prequel to Firefly.  So I played the video in reverse, and it’s the 
beginning of  season 2! He finally did it, guys!”

        Despite contradicting the basic rules of  how viewing things in reverse works, 
B4dger’s claim is indeed correct.  The episode reveals that the events of  the last install-
ment in the series, the film Serenity, were actually a coma dream, as all of  Serenity’s crew 
has been comatose for the last ten years, captured by the men with blue hands.  The crew 
fights and quips their way out of  captivity to get back to their ship, and the episode fea-
tures a twenty-minute long sequence where River Tam roundhouse-kicks several robots 
that bear an uncanny resemblance to Gail Berman, President of  Fox Entertainment when 
Firefly was cancelled.

        Joss Whedon has yet to comment on this revelation, though he did send out a series 
of  photos on twitter of  him watching the episode naked with Nathan Fillion, culminat-
ing in a vine of  the duo throwing money at each other as the credits ran.  Warner Bros, 
who on the same day as the Agents of  S.H.I.E.L.D premiere announced plans to develop 
a DC universe police drama called Gotham, also took to twitter, telling followers of  the 
company account that “when Gotham airs, fans of  Sons of  Tucson might want to watch the 
episodes in reverse #marveldiditfirst#sowedoitbutworse.”

        Last Friday, for the first time in over thirty years, the presidents of  the United States and 
Iran engaged in conversation over the telephone.  Proud to be “making history,” the White 
House released audio of  the phone call.

        “Hello there,” Obama said in the conversation, barely restraining a fit of  giggles as he 
becomes the first US president to speak to the Iranian head of  state since President Carter, 
“is your refrigerator running?”

        “I’m not telling you that,” Rouhani said.  “Who is this?”

        “THEN YOU’D BETTER LET PRINCE ALBERT OUT OF THE CAN!” Obama 
yelled, before hanging up the phone and collapsing into a fit of  laughter.  “Woo…woo hoo.  
Oh boy.  That was funny.  I’m glad we did something so meaningful.”

        While Republicans have called Obama’s move a foreign relations disaster, saying that 
anything less than “lighting a bag of  dog poop on fire outside Rouhani’s door, ringing the 
bell, and running away” makes America look weak, John Kerry defended the move in a press 
conference.

        “We’re getting a rapport going,” he said.  “Soon, Rouhani will call us back with a prank, 
and we’ll call them back, and we’ll just go from there.  Who knows? Maybe they’ll start joking 
about nuclear weapons and progress will happen.”

It’s okay, guys! We don’t have to move on after all! We can live in the 
past forever!

(Quote edited for content.)


